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CASA BONAY

Casa Bonay is the fruition of an idea carried out by a
diverse team of collaborators.Among these creators you
can find lighting, furniture, interior, fabric, and graphic
designers, homemade soap producers, local weavers,
international chefs, book editors, and coffee and wine
experts. The one thing we had in common was that we
admired each other.
Casa Bonay is a hotel set up in a neoclassical building
from 1869 in the center of Barcelona. We have restored
everything from the floors to the ceilings so you can
experience Barcelona as we have.

CASA BONAY

Creators

Batabasta

Batabasta designs shirts for men and women

Alejandra Coll
Asilvestrada

Matagalan

Carolina and her flowers

Mucho

Design creative agency

Querida

Graphic design studio

Marc Morro
AOO

Landscaping

Max & Ausias
Sign painting

Teixidors

Social project fabric and bedding company

Studio Tack

Interior design studio - New York

Nina Masó

Lighting editor at Santa & Cole
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The Rooms
We renovated this beautiful house from 1869 preserving
all of the antique, hydraulic-tile floors, ceilings, and
sliding doors, added our favorite lighting by Barcelonabased designers Santa & Cole, packed our minibars with
our favorite whims, and designed our very own furniture
together with local furniture designer AOO to make it into
our dream hotel.

Courtyard Large Terrace
Total: 5 rooms · SqfT: 405
These five exclusive rooms feature private terraces with
outdoor showers, hammocks, and direct sunlight in the
heart of Barcelona. Located on the main floor, they have
high ceilings and original, restored mosaic floors. Equipped with a minibar filled with exquisite local drinks and
snacks, free Wi-Fi, Smart TV, and a selection of our favorite magazines. These rooms also offer a full yoga kit and
room service from Libertine.

Amenities:
· Free Wi-Fi
· Terrace with exterior shower
· Yoga Kit
· Bathroom products from Malin+Goetz
· Minibar stocked with local products
· Smart TV with MUBI streaming cinema
· Blankets from Teixidors
· Pet friendly
· Selected magazines
· Fans (if you don’t like AC)
· Natural light (all rooms)

THE ROOMS

Courtyard Large

Courtyard Medium

Amenities:

· Free Wi-Fi
· Yoga kit
· Bathroom products
These spacious rooms can accommodate up to three if from Malin+Goetz
needed. They include a separate room with a sofa bed · Minibar stocked with
and a sundeck you can enjoy all year round with views local products
· Smart TV with MUBI
into our traditional Barcelona neighborhood courtyard.
streaming cinema
· Blankets from Teixidors
Total: 3 rooms · SqfT: 365
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· Pet-friendly
· Selected magazines
· Fans (if you don’t like AC)
· Natural light

Amenities:

· Free Wi-Fi
· Yoga kit
· Bathroom products
These rooms feature original glass balconies with sofas from Malin+Goetz
perfect for relaxing, reading, making love, and spying on · Minibar stocked with
local products
the neighbors.
· Smart TV with MUBI
streaming cinema
Total: 9 rooms · SqfT: 215

· Blankets from Teixidors
· Pet-friendly
· Selected magazines
· Fans (if you don’t like AC)
· Natural light

THE ROOMS

Courtyard Mini with
Terrace
Total: 5 rooms · SqfT: 182
These five rooms are located on our highest and newest
floor. Their terraces offer amazing views of our neighborhood courtyard and the Barcelona skyline. They have terracotta flooring and are bathed in incredible, natural sunlight. Equipped with exquisite local drinks and snacks, free
Wi-Fi, Smart TV, a selection of our favorite magazines,
and room service from Libertine.

Gran Via Large

Amenities:
· Free Wi-Fi
· Exterior Terrace
· Bathroom products
from Malin+Goetz
· Minibar stocked with
local products
· Smart TV with MUBI
streaming cinema
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· Blankets from Teixidors
· Pet friendly
· Selected magazines
· Fans (if you don’t like AC)
· Natural light (all rooms)

Total: 15 rooms · SqfT: 236
These rooms, with sweeping views of the street life on the
Gran Via of Barcelona, preserve their tall ceilings and original mosaic floors. The top-level rooms have terracotta flooring. All rooms include a sofa bed to accommodate a third
person, turning them into family rooms. Some rooms feature
a balcony, and all are equipped with a minibar filled with
exquisite local drinks and snacks, free Wi-Fi, Smart TV, and
a selection of our favorite magazines. These rooms also
offer a full yoga kit and room service from Libertine.

Amenities:
· Free Wi-Fi
· Yoga Kit
· Bathroom products
from Malin+Goetz
· Minibar stocked with
local products
· Smart TV with MUBI
streaming cinema

· Blankets from Teixidors
· Pet friendly
· Selected magazines
· Fans (if you don’t like AC)
· Natural light (all rooms)

THE ROOMS

Gran Via Medium
Total: 10 rooms · SqfT: 215
These typical Eixample rooms, with sweeping views of the
street life on the Gran Via of Barcelona, preserve their tall
ceilings and original mosaic floors. The top-level rooms
have terracotta flooring. Some of these rooms also include
a balcony, and all are equipped with exquisite local drinks
and snacks, free Wi-Fi, Smart TV, a selection of our favorite magazines, and room service from Libertine.

Passage Small

Amenities:
· Free Wi-Fi
· Bathroom products
from Malin+Goetz
· Minibar stocked with
local products
· Smart TV with MUBI
streaming cinema
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· Blankets from Teixidors
· Pet friendly
· Selected magazines
· Fans (if you don’t like AC)
· Natural light (all rooms)

Total: 20 rooms · SqfT: 193
Facing our sunlit interior gallery, these rooms are our smallest room category but all of them are extremly peaceful.
The first four floors have original mosaic floors, while our
penthouse has terracotta flooring. All are equipped with
exquisite local drinks and snacks, free Wi-Fi, Smart TV,
a selection of our favorite magazines, and room service
from Libertine.

Amenities:
· Free Wi-Fi
· Bathroom products
from Malin+Goetz
· Minibar stocked with
local products
· Smart TV with MUBI
streaming cinema

· Blankets from Teixidors
· Pet friendly
· Selected magazines
· Fans (if you don’t like AC)
· Natural light (all rooms)
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Restaurants
and bars
We are huge food lovers, and that is why we have the
best natural wine selection you will find, our favorite
tapas, the best fresh local product, cold-pressed juices,
and delicious coffee.

Our Chefs –
The Bar Brutal Crew

Our Barista –
Marcos Bartolomé

First established in 2013, Bar Brutal became a place of
reference for natural wine in lovers in Barcelona. Its extensive wine menu and carefully curated dishes attract
crowds from youngsters, local neighbors and wine producers from all around, resulting in a unique, dynamic
atmosphere. Bringing along their high quality products
and experienced cooking that have always made them
the best at what they do.

Marcos from Satan’s Coffee Corner is the meticulous type,
and this is all very apparent in how he makes his coffee.
Praised as one of the most renowned baristas in town, his
original spot in the Gothic quarter of the city, opened in June
2014, has a cult following of coffee fanatics.

RESTAURANTS AND BARS

King Kong Lady is our little adventurous sister inspired by
flavours from all around the world. The menu runs on local
products enhanced with flavours from every continent like:
Palamós prawns sprinkled with Madrás curry, soft shell
crab with homemade havanero mayo paired with a most
extravagant, all natural wine menu.
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RESTAURANTS AND BARS

Our Libertine lounge, an all-day, every day tapas restaurant/cocktail, is everything we wanted but couldn’t find in
our city. A place where you can come and work in silence,
grab a fast and delicious cup of coffee, sit for hours over tea,
read a book, organize meetings, go on dates, enjoy all your
favorite comfort food at any time of the day, dance to our
favorite DJs, listen to live music, and binge if you have the
munchies until 1:30AM… Plus, Satan’s Coffee Corner serves
an evil breakfast here every morning.
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RESTAURANTS AND BARS

Yup! This beach/jungle shack rooftop restaurant offers summer barbecue and tapas all year round, a natural wine selection, and your favorite cocktails.
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RESTAURANTS AND BARS

The second location of Satan’s Coffee Corner at Casa Bonay. We included this spot because we wanted to offer a
quick and perfect place for you to grab your daily morning
coffee where you can also find fresh baked goods and cold
pressed juices.
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Shops
These are the shops at Casa Bonay:

Casa Bonay Shop
Our shop offers a selection of our favorite products designed exclusively for our hotel. You will find everything at our
front desk 24/7.

Batabasta Shirt Makers

Lino

Batabasta designs shirts for men and women. They have designed our staff uniforms, cushion fabrics, and wallpapers.
Their first shop opened here exclusively at Casa Bonay, and
it is open 24/7! You can get a funky shirt at any time of day
or night at our front desk.

Lino is a micro bookstore curated by the team at Blackie
Books. Here you’ll find a selection of secondhand gems,
wonders from overseas, and unique editions as well as a
few of our own titles.
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Treats
Sailing club
Your stay with us includes free access to the sailing club
Club Pati de Vela de Barcelona. We have one patin sail
boat and two padel surfs available uppon reservation at
our front desk.

Private roof top
for our clients

Bikes

We have a special rooftop space designed for you to en- We have partnered with tokyobikes so you can bike
joy and relax with an exterior shower, restaurant servi- around the city. Available uppon reservation at our
ce from Libertine and a Mediterranean orchard garden front desk.
with city views.
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Lifestyle at
Casa Bonay
When you are a newcomer in a city, you have to add
something to it. And that has been our intention from
the beginning: to contribute to Barcelona’s daily life
with experiences that allow us to enjoy the things we
like. This has been possible thanks to people like Pepi
de Boisseau, Dani Baughman, and Juan Pablo Oviedo,
collaborators of Casa Bonay. You can see the results on
the following pages.

Bonay to the sea

We partnered with Kenneth from Narinan to bring people
to spend one day at the sea. Enjoying the coast of Barcelona while Estanis our chef cooks for them.
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Nica is a versatile space of
4.306 sqft in the center of
Barcelona. It is divided into
two areas. The first one, Nica
Bar, is ideal for intimate
celebrations. Whereas the
second one, Nica Meetings,
provides perfect natural
light for business meetings,
product presentations or
photoshoots. Together they
make the perfect space for
large celebrations of all
kinds.

EVENTS

Miralda Face To Face
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Enrique Olvera

We invite our favourite friends and chefs to cook at our
roof top during the summer. Last year we had Enrique Olvera cooking amazing mexican food together with Estanis. And this year is the second year we had in the house
Max Colombo from Xemei and Bar Brutal.

EVENTS

Movie nights

A couple of tuesday’s every month we project a documentary or a movie at Libertine. We always try to bring the artist
behind it, this year we had the honour to host Miguel Milà.
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Brilliant Corners

We like to throw soirées. The revelry. The ruckus. The laughs. That is why Libertine is also a space intended for the
enjoyment of night owls. Shows like those by Hocura and
Gary Abugan of Invisible City, DJs, and archaeologists of
African vinyl. Or hosting Brilliant Corners for an amazing
evening concert and after hour dj set.
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Neighborhood
We are located in the center of Barcelona in the perfectly
peaceful Eixample Dret neighborhood, one of the most
iconic areas of our city. We are a tiny walk and an even
shorter bike ride from the beach, the Gothic and El Born
city quarters.
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Casa Batlló
La pedrera
Palau Robert
La Sagrada Familia
Palau de la Música Catalana
Catedral de Barcelona
MACBA
Liceu
Plaça Sant Jordi
Museo Picassó
Santa Maria del Mar
Arc del Triomf
Parc de la ciutadella
Colón

We love
Barcelona

